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Question:

In Romans 8, the word “Spirit” is 
mentioned several times in verses 1-30.      
Is it always referring to the Holy Spirit or 
could there also be another meaning?



◆Greek pneuma can refer to:
- the wind
- an attitude of heart
- the Holy Spirit
- a “spirit” (including our spirits)
- context determines meaning

Explanation:



◆this text is contrasting walking according to  
the flesh with walking according to the (Holy) 
Spirit

◆it seems most natural (to me) to understand 
these references as being to the Holy Spirit

◆the exceptions are:
- verse 15 “spirit of slavery”
- verse 16 “our spirit”

Explanation:



Question:

In 1 Timothy 3:12, it states that deacons 
are to manage their children and their 
households well. What is the meaning       
of “children” in this verse? Is it talking 
about young children, or a child of any     

age that is living with you? What are the 
requirements of the parents?



◆“children” translates Greek word teknon
which refers to offspring or descendants 
without any necessary age reference

◆deacons are required to manage their 
children (teknon) / households (oikos) well 

◆children are not required to be Christians,   
as is the case with elders (Titus 1:6)

Explanation:



◆managing includes children who are still a 
part of their households, regardless of age

◆married children living with their parents:
- technically a new family unit
- at the same time, still living to a certain 

degree under the parents
- matter of judgment for a local congregation

Explanation:



Question:

In 1 Timothy 1:18-20, Paul states that he 
handed Hymenaeus and Alexander “over 

to Satan that they may learn not to 
blaspheme.”  What does this mean?



◆problem: some believers had rejected 
“holding faith and a good conscience”

◆result: they made “shipwreck of their faith”

◆among them were two concrete individuals 
who Paul singles out:

- Hymenaeus (2 Tim. 2:16-18) 
- Alexander (2 Tim. 4:14) 

Explanation:



◆parallel in 1 Corinthians 5:4-5:
- in this case, reference to removing someone 

from church fellowship (vss. 9-13)

◆the person is now back into the sphere of 
Satan’s power and control (the world) 

◆purpose: “that they may learn not to 
blaspheme” (repentance)

Explanation:


